THE MAGIC IS BACK ON SUNDAYS!
CASSIE HOSTS A CHOCOLATE FESTIVAL AT GREY HOUSE WHILE
MARTHA TRIES TO RECLAIM HER 10-PIN MOJO IN
‘GOOD WITCH,’
PREMIERING SUNDAY, JUNE 21, ON HALLMARK CHANNEL
STUDIO CITY, CA – May 28, 2020 – Chocolate is on the menu when Grey House is home
to a festival celebrating the confection in “The Chocolates,” but these sweet treats may work
some magic of their own on “Good Witch,” premiering Sunday, June 21 (9 p.m. ET/PT), on
Hallmark Channel.
As Cassie (Catherine Bell, “Army Wives,” “JAG”) prepares for the two-day chocolate
festival taking place at Grey House by baking chocolate cupcakes using her great-grandmother’s
special recipe, Joy (Katherine Barrell, “Wynonna Earp”) comes across the recipe for Truth
Chocolates, which are supposed to bring out honesty in whoever eats them. Abigail’s (Sarah
Power, “Killjoys”) college friend Jason (Zach Smadu, “Cardinal”) pays an unexpected visit that
comes with a surprise proposal to fulfill the pact they made years ago, leading her to suspect the
Truth Chocolates she made are at work. Meanwhile, Sam (James Denton, “Devious Maids,”
“Desperate Housewives”) butts heads with new hospital administrator Grant (Lindsay Owen
Pierre, “Suits”) after he hires a surgeon without consulting Sam. Cassie welcomes Kenny “the
chocolate king” (Kristian Bruun, “Carter”) to Grey House, who arrives to preside over the festival.
But his larger-than-life persona is a front for his insecurities about taking over the company from
his legendary father, leading him to make a desperate move. Joy’s (Katherine Barrell, “Wynonna
Earp”) former business partner Donna (Elise Bauman, “Frankie Drake Mysteries”) arrives at Grey
House with paperwork to dissolve their partnership, which Joy put on hold after Donna
jeopardized their reputation by overpromising a client. Inspired by the answer to a question at a
local trivia night, Donovan (Marc Bendavid, “Murdoch Mysteries”) and Sam discover a new clue
surrounding the Merriwick-Davenport curse. Recovering from his surgery, Adam (Scott
Cavalheiro, “The Indian Detective”) feels called to go on a mission and though Stephanie is
supportive she doesn’t want him to leave Middleton. Meanwhile, Martha is recruited by George
to replace a lost member on his team but the former champion bowler is haunted by the elusive
300 game she never achieved and needs encouragement from Cassie to hit the lanes again.
“Good Witch,” is a Whizbang Films production in association with ITV Studios America.
Darin Goldberg, Orly Adelson, Jonathan Eskenas, Craig Pryce and Frank Siracusa are executive
producers. Catherine Bell is co-executive producer. Janina Barrett is supervising producer. Colin
Brunton serves as producer. Alison Reid directed from a script by Darin Goldberg. “Good Witch”
is distributed internationally by ITV Studios.
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